
Designed for Excellence



Who are we?

We are Italian souls on a mission: make charging effort-
less and pleasant by combining wireless charging with 
great designs and unique materials. We explore the world 
of design and materials to give you the best Italian crafts 
manship for well-built and durable products. 

We fill the gap between purposeless design and every 
day use technology.
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The Guests’ Charging Needs

Every guest has an average of 2 devi-
ces among mobiles, tablets, laptops, 
cameras, earphones, drones.

How many charging points do your 
room provide?

76% of users believe chargers are 
very important while traveling.

In the last-minute rush, it is also the 
most forgotten item.

All guests need to charge their devi-
ces at least once a day.

Foreign guests will need a travel 
adapter to do this.

Lack of power plugs in the 
rooms

Chargers are most forgotten 
travel essentials

Travel adapters are the most 
used devices in the room



Your rooms can deliver
satisfying charging solutions?

Here’s some suggestion to make the ultimate guests experience...



How easy and pleasant is it to connect to the electricity grid?

Multi-charging and 
easily accessible

Limited options and 
less accessible



It will no longer be necessary to always supply travel adapters

Security cable holder 
providable

Universal AC socket 
integrated

Easy to remove, 
portable



How would you improve your room’s standing?

Clean and organized Messy and cluttered
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Are you keeping it green?

Stop wasting resources on travel adapters! 
Most of the hotels provide travel adapter to their guests 
free of charge and never get them back. It is a waste of 
money and has an harmful environmental impact!



2 Universal AC sockets

Wireless Charging

2 USB ports

Customizable frames 
with premium materials

Logo customization 
available

The Woodie Hub: a useful and elegant device

The Hub can provide up to 5 charging output and 
universal AC Socket with outstanding materials

Play Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfBslT9YqsI


Woodie Hub / Collection

* Colors and materials can be tailor-made upon request

Wood Master
Espresso Pill

Italian Classic
Gitan Soul

Absolute Grey

Dark Rise

Walnut wood

Oak wood

Carrara marble

Guatemala marble

Anodized Aluminum

Anodized Aluminum
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Our portfolio

Our mission is to make your guests’ charging experien-
ce easier, more exclusive while letting you solve some 
issues. We are delighted to have served one of the most 
famous hoteliers in the world. 

You could be the next owner of a prestigious design!
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